
 

 

 

CAMPFIRE COUNCIL CALL  

May 27, 2020  

“Making Friends with Death” 

 

Themes for the month of May: 

Making friends with Death 

Talking to Coronavirus 

What have you let go/let die in this period 

What are the gifts you have received 

  

The group as true Leaders of Light 

How have we and the world reacted to the situation of Covid 

 

Action Steps: 

Invitation to write an essay (etc) on all of this, and spread all of this knowledge and 

wisdom into the world 

 

Content & Time Signatures: 

 

Word for the day CHP 

 

Pat: Reflective 3:35 

Coronavirus and how people dealt with it, the negative turbulence, lack of 

leadership, frustration. Lack of trust in leadership and the handling of situations in 

relation to coronavirus, not agreeing with leadership and the frustration 

surrounding that. Reflecting back on that.  

 

Pat 9:40 

The sadness of the situation on the lockdown due to the contrast of leadership not 

following their own restrictions 

 

Pat 11:15 



Needing to be sensitive to yourself during the transition. The exhaustion of going 

back to normal life vs the lockdown 

 

Stephanie 12:25 

Death is not an end, it's a transition. Surrendering to a divine plan. Orca as a 

companion, swim with the Orca. Word - IS 

 

17:00 CHP 

To re-story everything is ok during this time 

 

Stephanie 17:15 

Where we're meant to be (Peru!), all the trips, more pain to come. We have more 

to experience as a society  

 

Stephanie 18:26 

Taking on new names (Persephone) bringing the pieces together  

 

19:15 CHP Orca similar to Dragon, ancient and powerful 

 

Ben 19:35 

Warrior Muse. Word: Power - power from discipline and freedom and doing things 

your way. Challenges in life and change. Self care implementation. The seat of the 

philosopher. Moving to new realms.  

 

22:10 CHP What is the masked consciousness 

 

Ben 22:20 

Knowing what you need to do, San Francisco's handling of the world right now in 

terms of Coronavirus. End of spring to summer energy 

 

Tina 26:00 

Word - Absolute (not the vodka!), waking up each day in a different realm. 

Everything is ALOT. Closest, Spiritual Warrior. Surrounding and control at the same 

time. Conscious creation. Wish I were dancing, and curious and creating, but more 

in spiritual warrior definitely.  

 

29:02 CHP Is anything 'alive' for you 

 

Tina 29:24 

Extreme spiritual insight and then back down, rubber band effect. Feeling 

slingshotted. Using sexual energy for manifestation, using that energy. And then 

going back to the mundane of life. Executive goddess 

 



32:20 Sexual energy purified is Christ consciousness and Duality. Dealing with 

enlightenment  

 

34:40 CHP 

The Cycle, resurrection. Ying & Yang. Endless cycles of change. What is left for us. 

Restorying, what should be left behind and no longer serves us. Who do you want 

to bring with you in the journey, what parts of you aren't coming 'along for the 

ride'. What is being shown in the time of Covid that doesn't serve us anymore.  

 

38:15 CHP 

'Meditation' / Journaling questions 

 

45:24 

What are you noticing about yourself 

 

45:56  

Who is this translucent, magical being 

 

48:05 

What has you bursting at the seams? 

 

50:07 

Dear Covid - how we deal with the character of Covid... 

My Name is Covid 

 

50:39 

Can you tell me who I am? (why is Covid here) 

 

53:49 

Pause for reflection etc 

 

56:44 

What has died /  been released during your life in lock down 

 

57:25 

and what has been born from it? 

 

1:00:57 

What are the gifts and opportunities it leaves you? 

 

1:07:10 

Back to chat 

 



Pat 1:07:53 

Using words of war about Covid, it's a process (of love), nature has given it to us, 

killing the world and making us change. Mending nature. Feeling sad at distance, 

but really it's been a gift. Feeling abundance. No fear. Sensitivity and vulnerability 

as the energy dies. Making changes and attracting the right people.  

 

Stephanie: 1:11:20 

bringing people to their humanness, why is it so hard. People weren't ready. We've 

been given time. They knew not what they asked. Energy of co dependence on 

others died. Seperating from fear, we are not done. New waves will come. Deeper 

peace in self. Allowing people to step on to a new path. I ACCEPT,  

 

Tina 1:14:25 

Trips and scorpions (and kittens), describing your own death. Covid has no agenda, 

belonging. Haven't been worried, a sense that in the right place at the right time. 

Accepting limitations and growing from it. Living in a virtual world. Being at a 

different level from the people you work with.  

 

Ben 1:17:44 

Clarity and Discernment, Curiosity and Disinterest. Calm. Not wanting to do things. 

Burn it in the fire and you're done. How can I let go? Less time 'working'. Not doing 

things that involve extra effort. Helping others become enlightened - this is Covid. 

Get on the bus! Dying off - the timid parts of me, relationship with father dying. 

Step father relationship, him dying also relationship father died off. Love is there 

but there is no depth, when the Step dad died, this made big changes in the 

relationship with father.  

 

1:23:30 CHP 

Invitation to write an essay (etc) on all of this, and spread all of this knowledge and 

wisdom into the world. LEADERS. 

 

 


